Sagdiyev
Gabdrakhman Gainanovich (Gabdrakhman Sagdi) (27(14) .03. 1889-06.11.1956 ) was born into a religious family in the village of Taymi (Taimi), the Zlatoust county of the Ufa province (currently the Salavat district in the Republic of Bashkortostan). He became a famous literary critic, linguist, and methodologist.
In 1902-1905, he was a student of the madrasah "Rasuliya" in Troitskiy. In 1908 -1911 , he studied at Turkish State University in Istanbul. He worked as a teacher in Tatar madrasahs (1911) (1912) (1913) (1914) (1915) (1916) (1917) in different parts of Russia: in Bugulma in 1917 -1921 , in Central Asia in 1921 -25. In 1926 , he was a docent of the Kazan Eastern Pedagogical Institute. He was one of the founders of the Tatar Language and Literature Department, Professor of Literature Instruction (1929) . In the Educational Center he worked in cooperation with such societies as "The History of the Tatar people" and "Tatar Studies", based in the Academic Center. He was a teacher of Tatar literature at Tatar Communist University and in the Pedagogical College (1925 College ( -1930 Актүбә (1911-13) , Алма-Ата (1913-14) , Екатеринбург (1914-15) , Ыргыз (1915-16) Работал преподавателем в та-тарских медресе г. Актюбинска (1911-1913) , Алма-Аты (1913-1914) , Екатеринбурга (1914-1915) , Иргиза (1915-1916), дерев-ни Таймиево (1916-1917 
Gabdrakhman Gainanovich (Gabdrakhman Sagdi) was born on March 27(14) 1889 into a religious family in the village of Taymi (Taimi, the previous name was Atau), the Zlatoust county of the Ufa province (currently the Salavat district in the Republic of Bashkortostan). Despite the fact that his father, Gainan Haji, was an educated and intelligent man who opened a library in his village and a teacher too, he did not approve of his youngest son Gabdrakhman's passion for learning and gaining knowledge. Against his father's will, the boy began to attend a village school. Love for learning inspired strength and illuminated the dark life of the boy, who was driven out of his house because of his perseverance. In 1902, he entered the madrasah "Rasuliya" in Troitskiy. Deprived of any financial assistance, the teenager earned money firstly by helping more wealthy students, and later, during the holidays, he was hired by rich Kazakhs. The desire for enlightenment, his wisdom and language proficiency began to bear fruit: Gabdrakhman taught those who knew less, acquiring his first teaching experience.
In 1908-1911, he graduated from the Philological Department of Turkish State University, after completing the course in the "History of TurkicTatar Literature", as well as other fields of knowledge. Years of study at the University opened G. Sagdi's eyes: he understood that without changing the educational system it would be im-possible to achieve spiritual and social revival of the Tatar people, their cultural development. In this regard, he could be placed on a par with such famous enlighteners as Kayum Nasyri, Ismail Gasprinsky, and Fatih Karim. In 1910, G. Sagdi wrote the article "Teaching Literature in Madrasahs", which outlined the main problems to be solved in the near future. He wrote about the representatives of national intellectuals, outlining his mission too. Tukay called him 'warm' and 'sacred', the 'light of the ideal', which not only illuminated their lives, but also determined the direction of their further work and inspired them to serve their nation [Tukai, p. 280] .
G. Sagdi, who set high goals after returning from Turkey, started working hard and annually published either a teaching manual or a monograph.
In his works, Sagd examined literature as a form of art, its essence, tasks, types, and genres, its composition and story, as well as other relevant issues: "Мохтәсар къәвәгыйде әдәбия" (The Summary of Literature) (1911), "Гыйлавә" (Addendum) (1911), "Әдәбият ысуллары" (Methods of Literature) (1912), "Әдәбият мөгаллиме" (Researchers of Literature) (1913) .
These issues are discussed in Sagdi's textbooks and in the samples from Turkish books. His theoretical views were influenced by his education in Turkey, the study of Arabic-Persian languages, the foundations of the Turkish language and literature, the comprehension of Turkish literature and literary thought, and the study of the works of Eastern scholars.
G. Sagdi's textbooks caused great controversy in the period of aggravation of Tatar-Russian and Tatar-European cultural relations. He defended his position and published dozens of articles in mass media. To share his pedagogical experience, he contributed a series of scientific and methodological articles to the journal 'Shura' for those who were interested in teaching literature and language.
The scholar would not stop working. He wrote textbooks for schools and madrasahs promoting advanced ideas for different stages of the new educational trend on such subjects as spelling, morphology and syntax. He was also interested in etymology. "Телебезнең нәхүе" (Syntax of Our Language) (1914), "Үз телебездә мөкәммәл сарыф-нәхү" (Talented Morphology and Syntax in Our Language) (1915) are the examples of his studies in this area.
G. Sagdi met the October Revolution of 1917 in Bugulma doing three-month Tatar-Bashkir pedagogical courses. This period of his life was characterized not only by scientific and pedagogical activity, but also by his active organizational work. Owing to his efforts, this period of training was increased to a three-year pedagogical course, laying the foundations of the Bugulma Pedagogical Seminary. For four years, along with teaching literature, pedagogy, methods of teaching language and literature, he wrote textbooks "Фәне тәрбия тәгълим" ("Lessons of Pedagogy") (1918), "Фәне тәрбия вә тәгълим" ("Pedagogy and Didactics") (1918), which led the scholar from Philology to other areas of science. As mentioned in the title, the last textbook reveals the essence of such notions as: the formation of pedagogy, its development, stages, branches and connections with other sciences, the theory of upbringing, the laws of didactics, forms and methods of education, and other issues [Gyilәҗeva, p. 21] .
The burden of responsibility and hard work throughout those years led to deterioration of G. Sagdi's health. In order to improve it, he went to the Caucasus and returning to work after treatment, he stopped in Baku to deliver lectures at short-term pedagogical courses. The same year in autumn, the People's Commissariat of Education in Turkmenistan invited him to work in the pedagogical sphere in Tashkent. In 1921-1925, G. Sagdi lived in Tashkent and taught language and literature in the Eastern Institute of Education opened for the Turkic peoples, at Workers' Faculties and in Central Asian State University. He published literary and critical articles on the history of Turkic literature in newspapers and magazines simultaneously in the Uzbek, Kazakh, Turkmen, and Tatar languages. [Dautov, Rakhmani, p.350] .
In the autumn of 1925, G. Sagdi returned to Kazan at the invitation of the Tatar Central Executive Committee. According to some reports, G. Ibrahimov, who highly appreciated the theoretical education of the scientist and the depth of his mental potential, initiated this arrival. This fact, in its turn, made friendly and creative relationships between G. Sagdi and G. Ibrahimov stronger, accelerated the scientist's progress in mastering the methodology of research and literary criticism. Until 1930, he taught the history of Tatar literature in Tatar Communist University and in the Pedagogical College. In 1926, Sagdi was elected Associate Professor of the Kazan Eastern Pedagogical Institute, the only tertiary institution, providing education for teachers of the Tatar language and literature. This expanded the horizons of scientific and organizational activities for Sagdi, allowing him to further his research. Here, he organized the Department of the Tatar language and literature and opened a literature office. He conducted lectures in linguistics, literary studies, methodology, and pedagogy. By involving talented and motivated young people in research activities, he made a huge contribution to the development of the philological trend and provided research institutes with new personnel.
In 1920-1930, G. Sagdi became a well-known and versatile literary critic. His book "The History of Tatar Literature" (1926) can be rightfully regarded as a scientific achievement, determining a new way of the scientific development. It was a textbook for students of philological faculties in higher educational institutions. The book met all the requirements for monographs on the study and evaluation of the history of literature.
G. Sagdi worked both on monographs on the history of literature, and on other important issues of literature instruction as well as on the works of some prominent authors. He published his research results in various newspapers and magazines, including 'Bezneng Yul', 'Magarif' and 'Kizil Tatarstan'. In his articles, he explored biographical facts, professional development and stylistic choices of such acclaimed authors as G. Tukay, G. Ibrahimov, F. Amirkhan, S. Ramiev, G. Kulakhmetov to name a few.
In the books, published in 1910, G. Sagdi, along with his contemporaries, ventured into the world of literary criticism and its theoretic studies [Gyilaҗev, p. 430] . In 1927, he discussed this subject in a monographic article titled "Our Literary Criticism (On the 10 th Anniversary of the October Revolution)" [Sagdi, 1927] and the very same year published it in the form of a small booklet. Although in this article he tried to analyze the origins and history of criticism and poetical issues through the prism of Marxism, he became one of the first to systemize its genesis and historical development. In addition, the author explored literary criticism as an area of academic study, compared it with literary fiction and created a classification for different types ('philosophical', 'philological') and movements of criticism ('realistic', 'idealistic' (romantic, esthetic)), based on the rules and principles of literary criticism.
The year of 1932 marked the creation of an outstanding piece called "On Symbolism" where G. Sagdi proves that literary fiction can be studied through the context of various cultural, esthetic, and philosophical systems. The fact that this monograph was later published by the central publishing house in Moscow testifies to the academic value of this work. Thus, it is described as a major achievement both for the author himself and for Tatar literary studies in general, in spite of all the challenges of that period.
Regardless of the fact that in his public speeches and his academic works G. Sagdi evaluated authors and their literary works through the prism of Marxist and Leninist esthetics, the tensions that started to grow in the literary and academic community in the late 1920s resulted in accusations of horrific crimes brought against G. Sagdi. His works were analyzed for ideological deviations, which made the scholar seek his salvation in migration to Central Asia.
In 1930, G. Sagdi moved to Samarkand and started his teaching and academic work in the Pedagogical Academy of Samarkand. In two years' time, he opened the Uzbek Literature Department and worked towards organizing the Language and Literature Faculty. He did not merely deliver lectures, but also encouraged his students to try their hand at academic work and writing. Resourceful and hard-working, Sagdi gave talks at various scientific research conventions and conferences, thus contributing to the development of Uzbek literary studies. All his written pieces and talks of that period and up to the 1930s were later compiled in a book under the title "Problems of Literature and Uzbek Literature after the October Revolution" (1931). Having received recognition for his interesting and witty works, and well-grounded academic research, G. Sagdi got invited to Tashkent in 1932, where he continued his pedagogical work in various higher educational establishments.
From then on, the People's Commissariat for Education of the Uzbekistan SSR used the active, energetic and well-educated G. Sagdi at the most challenging locations. In the fall of 1932, he was sent to the Firgana National Pedagogical University, where he was given a degree in Uzbek Literature and a task was set to organize the Department of Uzbek Language and Literature, which he headed for four years. As his work was highly appreciated, G. Sagdi was able to receive the Candidate of Sciences degree without presenting a thesis and once again became a professor of Uzbek literature. G. Sagdi continued his research on the history of Uzbek literature and its methodology, and published several books, including "Literature Study Guide" (1933) , "Uzbek Bourgeois Literature" (1934) , "The Main Issues of Teaching Literature in Middle School" (1943) , and "Navoi. A Literary Theorist and Critic" [Sagdi, 2008, p. 44 ].
However, due to some miscommunication, Sagdi was forced to leave his position at the institute and return to Samarkand University, where he, once again, rolled up his sleeves and resumed his educational, organizational, teaching and academic activities. In 1937-1941, he headed the Uzbek Literature Department of Uzbek National University, where he delivered well-grounded and highly informative lectures on the history of literature in the context of Eastern philosophy and Greek culture all in fluent Uzbek. But, with the beginning of the Great Patriotic War, Samarkand University had to merge with Central Asian National University in Tashkent Although life, social-historical events and political circumstances forced G. Sagdi to move to another country and work towards developing Uzbek scientific research and culture, he always displayed interest in the fate and literary-cultural life of the Tatar people. In the last years of his long but complicated life, he expressed a desire to return to his homeland, but unfortunately, he never did. In 1952, under the instructions from the USSR Ministry of Education, G. Sagdi was assigned a professor of Uzbek literature in Uzbek National University, where he worked until the end of his life.
The multitalented scholar M. Gosmanov drew a parallel between G. Sagdi's "rough, hard and tragic" life and the complicated history of the Tatar people and, in a wide sense, called it 'an instance of our historical fate' [Gosmanov, p. 3] . Therefore, the prominent philologist, turkologist, methodologist and educator G. Sagdi, having survived the years of Stalin's Personality Cult, became one of the most outstanding figures of his nation, who made major contributions to the development of Tatar academia and its culture. In the early 20 th century and starting from the 1930s until the end of his life, he worked for the development of the Turkic (Turkman, Kazakh, Azerbaijan) and, especially, Uzbek literary and linguistic studies, improving the methods of their teaching in universities and other higher educational institutions, and prepared a new generation of scholars and researchers. [Сәгъди, 1926] китабы әдәбият фәненең күтәрелеше, яңа сыйфатта үсеше төсендә бәяләнергә хаклы. Югары уку йортларында филология белгечлеге алучы студентларга дәреслек буларак эшләнгән бу китап әдәбият тарихын тикшерү һәм бәяләү ягыннан монографик хезмәт таләпләренә җавап бирә.
КИҢ КОЛАЧЛЫ ГАЛИМ, МЕТОДИСТ ҺӘМ ОСТАЗ
Г. Сәгъди әдәбият тарихыннан монографик хезмәтләр өстендә эшләүдән тыш, әдәбият белеме, аны укытуның актуаль мәсьәләрен үзәккә куйган яки сүз сәнгатенең күренекле вәкилләре иҗатына багышланган күпсанлы язмаларын "Безнең юл", "Мәгариф", "Кызыл Татарстан" газета-журналларында бастыра. Г. Тукай, Г. Ибраһимов, Ф. Әмирхан, С. Рәмиев, Г.Коләхмәтов һ.б.ларга багышланган мәкаләләре әдипләрнең тормыш сукмакларын, иҗат эволюциясен яктырту, стиль хасиятләрен ачу ягыннан кызыклы.
1910 елларда әдәби тәнкыйть, аның теоретик проблемаларын аңлау һәм үзләштерүгә замандашлары белән бергә Г.Сәгъди дә тартыла [Гыйлаҗев, Әдәбият белеменең..., 430 б.]. Бу тармакка "Бездә әдәби тәнкыйть (Үктәбернең ун еллыгына)" [Сәгъди, 1927] дигән хезмәтен багышлый һәм ул кечкенә китапчык булып басылып та чыга. Тәнкыйтьнең барлыкка килү һәм үсү тарихын, поэтик мәсьәләләрен марксистик күзлектән бәяләргә омтылса да, бу тармакның генезисын, үсеш баскычларын, беренчеләрдән булып, билгеле бер системага салып яктырту омтылышында бу хезмәтнең кыйммәте билгеләнә. Әдәби тәнкыйтьнең поэтикасы мәсьәләләренә килгәндә, хезмәт авторы фән һәм тәнкыйть, тәнкыйть һәм нәфис әдәбият, аларның аермасын, әдәби әсәрне бәяләү принципларыннан һәм кагыйдәләреннән
